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By Kakos Kakos

Outskirts Press, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****.In the annals of mankind, philosophers have offered wisdom about the purpose of
life and man s place in the universe, whereas poets explore the nuances of life itself. The role of the
poet is to illuminate experience. The poet sings of his love for freedom, and in turn, he is indebted to
the soldier, who is the protector of freedom. Kakos left Greece, his homeland, where philosophy and
poetry have thrived for 4000 years to come to the new world of America, where he served as a
soldier, and was blessed by all three of the special attributes of poetry. Kakos bloodline of Greek
wisdom and lyricism became infused with the tradition of haiku, a poetic form that originated in
China prior to the age of Confucius, and eventually arrived in Japan. The Japanese poets loved
haiku poetry, and had the honor of bringing this literary form to a higher level, circa the 11th
century. Haiku did not arrive in Europe until the 1830s, and it came to America in the 1880s. The
elegant attenuation of haiku deeply inspired Kakos, who found it...
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is straightforward in study better to fully grasp. It is definitely simplistic but excitement inside the 50 percent of your publication. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ma z ie Johns IV-- Ma z ie Johns IV

A brand new e book with a brand new standpoint. It really is simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 % of the publication. Your daily life period will
likely be transform as soon as you full looking over this publication.
-- Dr . Ca r m ine Ha m m es-- Dr . Ca r m ine Ha m m es
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